ARCHETYPE OF PATRIARCHY IN SAHAR KHALIFEH’S WILD THORNS
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Abstract: Wild Thorns by Sahar Khalifeh emphases on the Zionist occupation of Palestine. It reflects the Zionist occupation as patriarchy. This research aims at inspecting the type of occupation that has been symbolized in the form of patriarchy in Wild Thorns. The research has been directed depending on Jungian criticism that interprets literature as a source of “archetypes”. Therefore, the research aims at interpreting the archetype of patriarchy proposed in Freud’s Totem and Taboo. Depending on this theory, humanity experienced father dominance over children and wives. Accordingly, a revolution or resistance by children and wives is justified due to the bad deeds imposed by the father dominance. In such a way, Patriarchy is embodied in Wild Thorns by the depiction of the relationship between the occupier and the occupied that enables Israel to play the role of a father who imposed bad regulations that made people live in Palestine difficult.
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Introduction
The appearance of the Palestinian fictional literature includes two central periods: the first represented the years after Alnakbah (when Zionists first occupied Palestine except the West bank), 1948, and the second represented the years after Alnakasah, (when Zionist occupied the West bank including Jerusalem), 1967, (Zalman, 2003, p.1). The appearance of female Palestinian writers notably belongs to the second period, after 1967, “most men were crippled by a sense of defeat, so women were the first to carry the burden” (Sabbageh, 1989, p.62). Among those female writers is Sahar Khalifeh who is:
One of the prominent novelists born in Nablus and has become well known for her feminist stances. As a very young woman, she entered into a traditionally arranged marriage; then, after thirteen years of frustration and disappointment, she found her freedom and decided to dedicate herself to writing. She resumed her studies and obtained a PhD from the University of Iowa in 1988 in Women’s Affairs Center in Nablus and Gaza. Sahar Khalifeh has written five novels so far and her early novel, We Are No More Your Slave Girls, made quite an impact because of its advocacy of feminist freedom. However, it was with the appearance of her third novel, Wild Thorns in 1979 that she received literary recognition and acclaim (Jayyusi, 1992, p.589).

This research inspects Wild Thorns according to a psychological critical approach where literary works are shown and investigated as “an expression of the state of the mind” (Abrams, 1999, p.247). Consistent with Freud's psychology, literary works ascend from the requirements that “are repressed by the censor into the unconscious realm of the artist mind but are permitted by the censor to achieve a fantasied satisfaction in distorted forms” (Abrams, 1999, p.247). Thus, discussing literary works from a psychological point of view is justified and permitted. Actually, the central reason for selecting Wild Thorns was that the researcher sees it as a novel ascending from a pure and clean experience of the author. Because of this, it is appropriate to be investigated from psychological point of view.

The novel theme describes the return of Usama al-Karami after five years and his observation of changes happened during his years of absence. He found that Palestinians have no right to farm their lands or to work in their country and he found them work as slaves in occupiers’ farms and organizations. From this point he started to feel that his people are no longer able to fight the occupier and accept the new condition of the country under occupation. As a reaction of what he witnessed and found, he started his burden to warn and encourage people to be aware about the Palestinian cause and to resist against this kind of slavery. He reminded people around him of the responsibility of them toward the coming generation who if they see the current condition of their ancestors, they will act the same toward the cause and consequently Palestine will be lost. To activate his warns to his people he decided to blow the bus that moves Palestinian labors in Israel.

The story is also about the family Usama’s uncle, Karam who is overconfident and ill. Karam eldest son, Adil, found himself obligated to work the whole day to earn money that are needed for his father treatment. Karam daughter, Nuwar, fallen in love of a Palestinian fighter named Saleh without expressing her love because of her fears from her father. A rebellion son of Karam, Basil, joined Usama and assisted him in implementing his plan. We can touch her that the two sons and the daughter are not in a good relationship with their father because their relationship with their father was built on the idea of fear not on the idea of respect. No one is happy of his condition. Most notably, the relationship between the father and Basil who didn’t hesitate to show his rejection of every order from the father as when he rejected his father order about marrying Nuwar to Doctor Ezzat AbdolRabah. As a result of Basil rejections, the father health got worse hospitalized. Exactly as the bad behavior of the father led his sons and daughter to resist against his orders and hope death to him, Palestinians rejected racial policies of Zionists and resisted for the occupation death.

Literature Review
Sahar Khalifeh has been a major focus of several articles, especially in the nineteenth century. Some of these articles specifically analyze the representations of Palestinian identity while others focused on various topics across the globe. For instance, Ebileeni (2017) reviewed
some studies on Palestinian writings in the world specifically polylingual literary category and compared them to local and transnational realms. The study focused on the Palestinian issues and possible implications inherent in the literary works of the US, UK, and Israel written by Palestinian authors. Because of their day-to-day commitment to different languages of the local masses, literature from these distinctive environments is usually described by the writer's efforts to preserve the cultural boundaries and discover the national identities both against the backdrop and under the power of external cultural elements.

According to Priyanka and Koudur (2018) Khalifeh basically appeals to the obstacles and weaknesses in resistance strategies while fighting against the Zionist colonization. This idea is confirmed by Khalifeh herself as quoted in Jaber (2009) when she exposed that the Palestinian people were born in the area of blood and weakness. The main aim of Palestinian resistance is to communicate their ongoing struggle through different ways of expressions to the rest of the world, in order to avoid Western and Israeli misrepresentation of Palestinian resistance movement, limiting their struggle only to terror symbols. Khalifeh portrays the collective and group violence perpetrated by both Palestinians and Israelis in the wake of resistance movement. However, in the last decade there was an alarming increase in the use of violence from both sides. Khalifeh ‘s novels mirror the various ways in which power had been exercised by colonizers and resisted by the natives. Palestinian resistance is inevitably taking new turns throughout the vicious period of colonial domination, from non-violence to violence, from community to individual orientation and from the Islamic to the secular or the religious to the non-religious. These multiple strategies articulate the acute urge among Palestinians to fight against Israeli occupation in order to survive.

Theatrical Framework
For investigating and analyzing the selected novel, the researcher used Jungian approach that is adopted by Carl Gustav Jung about the theory of collective unconscious. He considers the human psyche is composed of the collective unconscious that “retains and transmits the common psychological inheritance of mankind” (Jung, 1988, p.107). He sees the collective unconscious as “the repository of racial memories and of primordial images and patterns of experience forms that he calls archetype” (Abrams, 1999, p.251). In addition, He claims that the transferred experiences and archetypes “function, when the occasion arises, in more or less the same way in all of us” (Jung, 1988, p.75). Thus, he sees that man has continuously dealt with archetypes during history circle that demonstrated themselves in different means including literature. So, it is significant to inspect literature from this angel where every literary work may possibly grasp archetypes that man transfers to generations. Depending on the theory, Wild Thorns as a literary work may possibly be inspected from the viewpoint of archetypal criticism. Regarding the archetype that is going to be examined in the selected novel, it will be the archetype of patricide.

Sigmund Freud claims that the archetype of patricide refers to the period before the history. He says that “a scenario where, long ago, people lived in primal hordes governed by an autocratic father. The patriarch kept the women for his sons, from sharing in his delights” (Heller, 2005, p.205). In this original flock situation “there was domination by the old male over females, and over his expelled sons. This was the first patriarchal society” (Bocock, 2002, p.66). Accordingly, children and wives are disappointed and frustrated to the degree that “one day the brothers who had been driven out came together, killed and devoured their father and made an end to the patriarchal horde. United, they had the courage to do and succeed in doing what would have been impossible for them individually” (Freud, 2001, p.141). According to Freud, this original patricide left its influence on the way humanity
thinks and “the murder was so traumatic that permanent memory trace was laid down in the human race a phylogenetich inheritance” (Lear, 2005, p.213). Therefore, the issue of patricide “was a real event which had left ineradicable traces in the history of humanity (Storr, 1989, p.107).

Discussion

Indeed, Patricide archetype in the Wild Thorns is embodied in two different faces. First, it is embodied in the way Israel practices the father authority on the Palestinians who, as a reaction, will resist and hope death to the occupation. Second, it is embodied in the way Karam practices the father authority on his children who, as a reaction, resist and hope death to him and that are actually what happened when Adil decided not to take his father’s treatment and machine with him when the soldiers asked him to leave the house in ten minutes. Here, we can infer that Israeli strategy of preventing Palestinians from working on their lands and lead them to work in Israeli factories is similar to the bad authority of fathers in preventing children from choosing what they like and from sharing their ideas with him. This is actually one of the ideas Khalifeh deals with in Wild Thorns, as she depicted “Palestinians began to abandon their land for work in Israeli factories, for seeking better wages” (Abu-Shamsieh, 1987, p. 344). This is similar to what the patriarch father used to do in original hordes to “expel his younger male rivals, for preventing incest” (Storr, 2001, p.106). So, imposing Israeli dominance on Palestine explains the reason behind castrating and expelling Palestinian youth as depicted throughout the novel. A clear example forms the novel is shown when Usama is in a taxi on his way to Nablus and his conversation with Abu-Muhamad. Abu- Muhamad told Usama about his immigrant sons to Arab countries except Khalid who was about to be killed by Israeli soldiers:

Khalid is the last of the line and of the six, he is the only one who’s been a problem. He got out of prison on bail. They had tortured him in every part of his body, even down there. They loused a dog on him that went for his genitals. He may be infertile. You mean impotent (Khalifeh, 2005, p. 7).

The second face of patricide is exposed in Palestinian society and the family system. Khalifeh sees that the main patriarchal system in Palestine is the basic reason behind failure in defending the cause. She claims that “In Wild Thorns, most of the main characters are male - at the time reality seemed male” (Johnson, 1990, p. 24). She first criticized the male-centered society and sees it as a reason behind what Arab lost in 1967 war. She sees that first we have to forget this patriarchal system if we want to move toward freedom. This is what clearly shown in Adil speech when he says, “the decrepit house of ours produces nothing but illness and cowardice” (Khalifeh, 2005, p.193). Moreover, Basil, comments on this idea when he says, “I am a stranger in this house, damn this house” (Khalifeh, 2005, p.199). What makes this argument of Khalifah reasonable is the way she depicts Karam as a dependent and sick father, but still practices his dominance with fully ignorance of his condition exactly as Palestine is. So, freedom of Palestine is related and condemned by the change of Patriarchal system. To expose this dominance brilliantly, Khalifah distinguish him with a special way of naming by giving him the name of Alwaled that means the father without mentioning him in his given name as the other characters are. This way what explains his superior position compared to the others:

The father always wants to impose his sovereignty on the other members of the Karamis family and constantly exerts his dominance on his children, as the character of Nuwar expresses in a part of the novel “father was bellowing for Basil who reluctantly went into his
bedroom. Another shout, this time for his wife. She left what she was doing in the kitchen and went into him” (Khalifeh, 2005, p.191).

To confirm this idea Khalifeh depicted Adil and his siblings frustrated their father behavior and system. For Adil, eldest son, he is wasting his years in working from the morning till the night to earn money to bear the expenses of his father’s dialysis, he comments on that:

*And that damned kidney machine’s never satisfied. A mouth as big as the gates of hell sucks up money to keep my father’s bones alive. While my revered father continues to sit on his throne in the reception room surrounded by the notables (Khalifeh, 2005, p.55).*

Moreover, Basil, the other son, is also distressed and disappointed by his father’s behavior and states that clearly in monologue, “I hate my father because he personifies sickness” (Khalifeh, 2005, p.199). In addition, the only daughter, Nuwar, also sees her father as useless and has nothing to do except make the lives of his children as a hell, “What does he do, may I ask, she said bitterly, ’except make our lives hell’” (Khalifeh, 2005, p.199).

As a result of this Patriarchal system shown by the fathers’ behaviors invited the children to be united against him by the end of the novel. This alliance between them is exposed firstly when father presents the proposal of Dr.Abd-AlRabbah to Nuwar. This proposal was rejected by Basil and this is what made the father health worst:

*Then, without warning, he heard himself speaking solemnly and slowly as though reading a formal statement. He said “Nuwar al-karami loves Salih al-Sfadi but won’t admit it. She’s promised to wait for him as long as he’s in prison. That’s assuming the occupation continues, of course. If the occupation ends, she plans to marry him no matter what all of you say. And most of all, no matter what her father says (Khalifeh, 2005, p.199).*

This alliance progresses as the novel progresses arriving at the point that convince Adil to reject and rebel against his father dominance. This rejection of Adil is translated at the end of the novel when Adil decided not to bring his father’s dialysis machine after the warring of Israeli soldiers to take the necessary things within ten minutes before demolishing the house because of Basil deeds, “I won’t take that damn machine. Yes, I will. No, I won’t. Yes, I will” (Khalifeh, 2005, p.203). This hesitation continues and the internal conflicts progresses to the point Adil convinces himself that he is doing the family a favor by killing his father:

*Adil, for God’s sake, be decisive. For once be decisive in your life! Emotions won’t help you. Would you kill a man then? Kill your own father! But men are always killing. And if my father goes on living, we’ll all die. Me, Nuwar, the children (Khalifeh, 2005, p.173).*

In Wild Thorns, Khalifeh deliberates the Palestine cause by opposing two types of patriarchies. The first patriarchy is the Zionism that colonized Palestine and then attempts to torture and dismiss the Palestinian youth to strengthen its dominance. The second is the patriarchy in the Palestinian family system that accidentally helps the occupiers to broaden its dominance. According to Khalifeh, no solution for the Palestine cause without finding a solution for the Patriarchal system in Palestinian family. As stated earlier, this pint of view is exposed through the alliance between the children of Karam; Basil and Nuwar firstly fire the situation and make their father hospitalized by rejecting his proposal toward Nuwar engagement then, Adil decision of leaving the dialysis machine in demolished house. So, we can say that the basis of the Palestinians’ family system is a type of Totemism that is
“replaced by newer forms” (Freud, 2001, p.31). In such a way the children rejection of bringing the machine symbolizes the rejection of Arabs traditions regarding the social system including family system. Here, Khalifeh sees that the victory could not be achieve regarding the Palestinian cause without eliminating the father’s tyranny from the family system:

*I could see very clearly that the debacle of 1967 was the fruit of a rotten tree that needed a cure– the internally defeated do not triumph. The cure must start with our households and with those in power, with our social values and ties, with the fabric of the family, with the rules and basics of the upbringing of the individual at home, in school, and at university, and then progress to the street (Khalifeh, 2002).*

**Conclusion**

We can conclude that Sahar Khalifeh maintains that the patriarchal system in the Palestinian community will result in failure. She sees that some kinds of patricide should occur to the patriarchal system of the Palestinian community in order to delete the patriarchal dominion, and subsequently, open the door for the new generation to freely last their resistance and be able to reject the basic patriarchal system, i.e. Israel. The novel shows that the dependent and helpless father symbolizes the patriarchal society of Palestine. So, it is beneficial to notice that the father is also lazy as to say that traditions of Palestinian society make it unable to make progress. Consequently, the clash between Basil, Nuwar and Adil who left the machine in the demolished house is a kind of patricide.
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